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ABSTRACT

The design philosophy, configuration, and production of
process computer system software used for the monitoring and
control of nuclear power plants are presented in detail. To
achieve a very complex software system that not only has
excellent performance, high reliability, and full fail safe
protection, but also is easy to produce, verify, and validate,
and has flexibility for future modifications, we developed the
following software production system to support safe operation
of nuclear power stations.

The fundamental design philosophy of our monitoring and
control system software is the complete separation of program
logic from the data base. The logic section is highly
standardized and applicable to a wide range of power generation
plant computer application systems. The plant-unique properties
and characteristics are all described in the data base. This
separation of logic and data base has a dramatic effect on the
reliability and productivity of the software system.

One of the main feature of the data base system is the use
of easy-to-learn, easy-to-use, problem-oriented language that
enables non-programmers to build up the data base using simple
fill-in-the-blank type tables. The generation of these tables
is fully automated, and the full set of online table editing
utility software, which runs on the target plant process
computer, has proven very effective in incorporation of changes
and modification?, at the site.
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Necessary documents related to the data base are all
produced automatically using the Reverse-Requirement Definition
and documentation system (RRDD). RRDD can maintain complete
consistency between the documents and the software.

Software is produced using the Software Work Bench System
(SWB), which covers system definition, coding, testing, quality
assurance, and management. This system is described in detail.

The enormous task of verifing and validating the process
computer software is performed in the design stage through a
series of design reviews and in the testing stage through a
factory integration test of the computer system, control panels
and plant status simulator computers. This results in high
quality of the factory-shipped computer product systems, which
are state-of-the-art nuclear power plant monitoring and control
systems closely related to safe operation of power plants not
only during normal operation but also during the annual plant
outage.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the latest Japanese nuclear power plants, the role of
process computer has been greatly enhanced. This is mainly due
to the introduction of the following functions:

The full use of color CRTs for power plant operation
in place of conventional instrumentation, and

Adoption of computerized power plant operation
automation functions.

Not only the plant status during normal operation but also
that for emergency status and safety related equipment is
displayed on the CRTs.

The computer takes command of the operation of main plant
equipment such as turbine and generator according to plant
status during plant start up, shut down, and steady state
operations.

It is now evident that a software system that monitors and
controls nuclear power plants must be more reliable than ever,
and more consideration must be given to the safety aspects of
the system. So it is crucial that the software quality
assurance procedure be implemented systematically from the
design stage and that all the necessary verification and
validation steps be performed in the manufacturing and testing
stages.

This poses a serious problem in system producvity because
the addition of these new functions increases the software
system size and complexity greatly. The increased size and
complexity, together with the many steps necessary for quality
assurance procedures, force the software engineers to cope with
an enormous workload. In order to manage this situation and to
achieve the design aims, the following conditions are
essential: First, development of a powerful software production
support utility system, and second, development of effective
verification and validation procedures, and supporting
utilities.

We have developed, and applied to the newest plants, the
PODIA (Plant Operation by Displayed Information and Automation)
system, which features centralized operation using CRT displays
and computerized plant automation.

In this paper we would like to present the systems
employed to implement quality assurance and to realize
industrialized software. The plant automation software system
is used as an example and is discussed in detail. Section 2
describes the configuration of the software system.
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I
1 Section 3 describes the software production support system

(Software Workbench), followed by the Problem-Oriented Language
used in description of the plant automation data base. Section
5 is devoted to verification and validation procedures actually
used in the production of the PODIA system.

2. SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION

The PODIA system is the latest and most powerful
monitoring and control computer system for BWR nuclear power
plants. The third PODIA system is now being manufactured.
Figure 1 shows the main functions of the PODIA system. The
software that implement these functions uses FORTRAN,
system-description language, PL-7f and Problem-Oriented
Language (POL).

2.1 Language Features

Generally used program languages can be translated from
compiler language to assembly language and machine language,
but rarely can be changed the other way. This is termed
irreversible software change. Compiler languages have the
advantages of easy programming and transportability to any
computer, but they easily induce the programmer idiosyncracies
to manifest themselves, so many arrangements must be made among
the programmers for industrial production of software.

POL however, has excellent efficiency and has advantages
in industrial production of software and in softwa'e quality
assurance because of the fixed fill-in-the-blank format. POL
enables reversible change and realizes reproduction as well as
verification and validation.

2.2 Features of PODIA Software

In terms of production and verification, software may be
evaluated on the basis of the following two factors as shown in
figure 2:

Software reusability percentage

Plant dependence

There are few instances of using 100% new software in
developing a function. In most cases, some portion of the
existing software can be reused. If software reliability is to
be raised, software must be standardized by increasing the
reusability percentage. SWB (Software Workbench) supports this
standardization. The kinds of software that must be changed
for each user or plant, for example, plant automation logic,
CRT display formats, and process input specifications,
generally require new design, manufacture, and testing, though
part of the design documents may be reusable.
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Such software with high plant dependence has been
increasing with the growing role of computers in nuclear power
plants, and this poses a very important problem in terms of
quality assurance. We have developed a system called RRDD
(Reverse-Requirement Definition and Documentation system),
using POL, for software with high plant dependence and are
making big progress toward improving software reusability
percentage and verification and validation.

3. SOFTWARE PRODUCTION

The main factors in software production can be classified
into four items, as shown in figure 3. They are Design
Philosophy, Facilities, Software Engineering, and Resources.

This section describes facilities.

3.1 Software Workbench (SWB)

Figure 4 shows our software factory layout and SWB
configuration. In this factory, software for all industries,
including the nuclear industry, is produced.

SWB consists of the six subsystems shown in figure 5.

SWB-P is a project control tool that controls schedules
and costs. SWB-III is a design support tool that manages
simple simulations, design data base preparation, and
documentation. SWB-I is a program production support tool that
has a cross-compiler, text editor, and source code analysis
function.

SWB-II is a software test support tool that has a plant
simulator, program tracer, and debugging aid.

SWB-IV is a maintenance and reutilization tool, and SWB-Q
is a quality-control support tool.

A retailed description of SWB is given in reference 1. and
4.

3.2 Use of SWB

No matter how good a support tool may be, it is
meaningless unless it is efficiently utilized. The more
sophisticated and complicated the tool, the fewer the users.
Toshiba started operation of the SWB system in 1977. In the
early days of the SWB system, only SWB-I was used. The system
has been expanded and improved year after year.
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To increase the efficiency of software production through
the SWB system, we produce software in two different parts:
Logic part, and data base. The logic part is standardized and
made independent of the plant, using the SWB. Details of the
data base part, which is plant or user-dependent, are described
in the next section.

4. USE OF PROBLEM-ORIENTED LANGUAGE

Data bases with high plant dependence are prepared using
the COPOS (Computerized Optimum Plant Operation System)
software package, which was introduced in 1974.

Many tables are available to suit the uses of data bases.
Those particularly related to plant automation and other
functions which utilize logical calculation are described here.
(These tables are called Plant Tables.)

4.1 Plant Table

The PODIA system involves an enormous number of Plant
Tables.

The Plant Table shows how to write logic for plant
automation and operation guidance; its format is the
fill-in-the-blanks type.

The Plant Tables consist of the following five types:

Master Control Sequence (MCS) Table

Plant Master Status (PMS) Table

Macro-Status Determiner (MSD) Table

Operation Block (OB) Table

Alarm Supervision Group (ALG) Table

The relationships among these tables are not discussed
here because they are described in detail in reference 2.

Operation procedures or automation procedures can be
stated in a Plant Table by simply referring to a simple manual
by any one who knows power plant operation.

The fill-in-the-b]ank type assures uniformity of document
quality with little differences arising from the individuality
of the person who prepares the table.
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In preparing a Plant Table, the required table is selected
and executed by an interpreter program, called Action Control
Processor (ACP), each time a computer•input change occurs as
shown in figure 6.

4.2 Plant Table Production

The difference between the Plant Table and general
programs, in terms of document production schedule, is as
follows:

[General programs]

specification FloW chart L i s t i n9 Debugging

(feedback)

[Plant Table]

Plant Table Debugging

(feedback)

As shown, the documents necessary for program debugging
are only the Plant Table and the functional specifications.
Neither a flow chart nor a listing is used. The Plant Table
corresponds to a collection of elementary wiring diagram,
control wiring diagram, and back wiring diagram, when compared
with control panel production documents. This means a great
deal in terms of quality assurance and production improvement.
The specific procedure for Plant Table production is shown in
figure 7.

The first step is basic design of plant automation. Here,
the scope of automation and operated equipment is determined,
and "control diagrams" are prepared. The input points required
for automation are listed separately. The second step is Plant
Table coding. This step corresponds to program specification
preparation, flow chart preparation, and coding work. The
third step is to load the Plant Table in exactly the same
format image in the computer file. A completely new plant may
use card image media for its Plant Tables.

The Plant Table is converted by the "generator program" in
the host machine to a format that the "cross compiler" for the
target machine can process. At the same time, the "generator"
"outputs documents of a printed Plant Table copy that can be
submitted to the user.
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The fourth step is to compile the Plant Table and load it
in the target machine.

Normally, "generator" execution and "cross compiler"
execution are consecutive and automatic.

The fifth step is to debug the loaded Plant Table on the
target machine. Changes can be easily made by means of a tool
called BGP (Background Processor). The CRT display format by
BGP is nearly equivalent to the "printed copy" of the Plant
Table mentioned in the third step.

Functions of BGP are shown in figure 8.

4.3 Reverse-Requirement Definition and Documentation System
(RRDD)

In view of the high plant dependence, correction of design
documents may be inevitable to a certain extent following Plant
Table debugging and testing. Documents were corrected by
people, and belief in the "irreversibility" of software made
human intervention essential till quite recently. We have made
it possible, however, to automatically correct documents to
reflect modifications of memory in the target machine.

The RRDD system is a "reversible" change system that takes
the computer memory image of the Plant Table from the target
machine and transforms it back to the original document as-
shown in figure 7.

Sample documents output by the RRDD system are shown in
figures 9 and 10. This format is exactly the same as that of
the Plant Table before compiling. RRDD can also compare the
memory image with the documents before loading in the target
machine (the third step in figure 7) and output revisions that
were made.

The RRDD system can automatically produce a basis for a
new plant's data base from the data base for a similar plant in
the past.

Thus the RRDD system is expected to play a very effective
role in:

Automation of documentation
(prevention of humanerror)

Complete agreement between documents and PODIA system

Improvement in productivity of software with high
plant dependence
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5. VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

Figure 11 shows a total combination test in the plant.
(The computer system and the BWR plant simulator test facility
are not shown.) The PODIA total combination test consists of
the four steps shown in figure 12.

In the fourth step, those who have experience in BWR plant
operation take part, and operations from plant startup to
shutdown, including responses to accidents, are performed for
verification. In this test, plant status is simulated in real
time.

5.1 Plant Automation Verification

The plant automation function, one of the PODIA functions,
is finally verified in the PODIA total combination test shown
in figure 11 before shipment to the site. One of the tools
that aids the testing staff is "logic chart display" whose CRT
display example is shown in figure 13. One Plant Table sheet
corresponds to one display screen, and the logic elements in
the Plant Table, such as AND, OR, and NOT functions, are
updated and displayed.

The plant automation function displays on the CRT screen
each of the conditions interfering with the progress of
automation logic. The Plant Table sheets to which such
conditions belong are also displayed.

Therefore, the operator may request logic chart display^
confirm the conditions that interfere with the progress of
automation logic, and detect the reasons. What is important
here is that the operator can continue the plant simulation
operation during these tests without needing the computer
document.

5.2 Document Correction

Document changes arise from a total combination test in
the plant or adjustments at the site. Human errors in the
design may be detected during a test.

Using the RRDD system described above, we automatically
produce documents from the target machine upon completion of a
test.

Thus, the plant automation function makes the objects and
documents correspond one to one at the time of shipment.'

i

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have made progress in software visualization regarding
plant automation, an important factor in the PODIA system.
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Invisible software poses a difficult problem in systems
requiring a high degree of safety. Software visualization is
increasingly demanded with the progress in industrial
production of software.

Software visualization, we believe, can be realized by
one-to-one correspondence of the system to documents.
Reduction of documents is another important problem because the
huge amounts of documents used in the past impede software
visibility. Solution of this problem would require the
development of still more powerful support tools.
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Item

Core performance
calculation

Reactor management
system
(Prediction)

Plant performance
calculation
(BOP)

Plant status
monitor
(PSM)

Automation

Surveillance test
procedure guide

Fast display and
monitoring system

TMI Countermeasure
function

Purpose

Fuel condition and exposure monitoring
and calculation

Analysis aid in reactor operation guidance
data and control rod pattern change.

Plant operation data recording;
supervisory and maintenance data for the
main and auxiliary units

Process data monitoring; alarm
annunciation; display presentation

Main unit automatic operation;
operation guide

Surveillance test procedure display to
avoid operation errors

Operation monitor data selection and
centralized control; ease of operator
recognition; compact design of main
panel for normal operation

Monitoring standby state of safety
sysem; Early detection of anomalous
condition. Automatic changing to
suitable display format.

Figure 1. Functions of PODIA Computer
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Figure 2. Software Characteristics of Process Computer
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Figure 11. Picture of PODIA Total Combination Test

Figure 12. Flowchart of PODIA Total Combination Test
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